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S^ttUrt t9 the sQ^tilUd editan 
Dear so called editors, 
I ju.st amnol coniain my ab.solute di.sgu.st 
with vour niaj^azinc. Al finsl I thought you 
wvrc playing on the fact that you were 
doing ;t propaganda issue, then realised 
II l)uneli of hyj)oerilical \v;inkers. 
I found a million things I eould complain about, hut will 
cut my list down .so you ean hopefully fit this in your next 
edition, or just so your simple minds ean handle it. I agree 
witii L\-nni' (neen, where are \'our articles to actually help 
.studen'ls? ilow is an article labelled "I ley Hoy.s! Would you 
Hisk the One Vou l.o\e for a One-Night' Stand?', (which hap-
pens to be se.xisl as hell by the way)'meant to assist students 
111 any way? I gue.ss you did help me, I now know what to 
tlo if 1 am'cau'ghl with my stash' thanks to "Marijuana (iid 
Heats the I'u/z". 
Hut you all com[iIain how poor we are as students. We are 
here to learn, not to waste our suppo.sed meagre amount 
on money and drugs. Why ck) you all a.ssume the Go\'ern-
nicnt owes us anytliing? if you all want to go lo uni and play 
'grown-u()s' then this is the reality, you need a steady How ol 
cash lo pay for rent, food, book.s, trans|')orl, phone, electric-
ity and a whole lot of things. The Goxernmenl already gives 
u.s j^ ilenty more than other countries gel, you need lo gel a 
job. 
It is po.ssible to NS'ork and study at the same lime. You have 
cho.sen this life, .so no-one owes you shit! I work 36 hours 
plus per week. siucK' at uni three days a week and have one 
clay to .study at home. .So yes. I am paying for my.self lo go 
to uni. plu.s thousands of other .students who get Austudy 
or ^'oulh allowance. If we are !{)% under the poveriv line, 
why do you re\iew wine that costs $<S()-1()() per boltfe? Then 
yoii go and literally tear shreds off lOOl Nights re.stauranl. 
Instead of being .so negative to .someone who is trying lo 
make an hone.st li\ing, (nol to mention paying (axes to nay 
for "poor students" 'S'ouih allowance) why ck)n'l you make a 
deal with him for advertising in your mag in exchange for a 
voucher e\ery month .so a "poor'student can have a feed (as 
opposed to your .Maiy-Kale campaign). Or have a voucher 
for (-oles or Woolworths or .sometlung for the most innova-
live letler sent lo you. 1 know you have the money becau.se 
you bitch about I'Q ha\ing .so'mucb money and producing 
It,000 magazines per month, you arc busy working away 
on you S.(')()() or more glo.ssy covered mags (1 gol this figure 
Iroiii your retort article on Alf and the .slickers ccwcring nis 
manhood). 
l.asi but not least, Stephen l-ariv, in regards lo your lovely 
poem about I'Q, if you don'l like the uni, don't .study here. 
Why don't you lea\e and make space for .someone who will 
use il properly. I hope ihis leiier opens up a few eyes and 
ears. Vou are meant lo be here to help the students Semper, 
.so lei's tiy lo regain our focus. 
(-arly Naughlon 
p.s. I am nol sure if you pay people for their letters, Init if 
you do, j:>ul my money U)\vards a hamper for someone who 
doesn't work and neecls food, even though I already am 
paying for them lo .study here because I Work. 
Dear Merali, 
I am writing with regards to your article in ihe August edition 
of Semper I'loreat tided, 'Med Students and Drug (x)mpanies: 
The Great Courtship'. I found your article C|uite inleresiinu 
however some of your facts are incorrect. Kale Marriott i.s the 
IIQ Medical Society President not Nick Brown and Matthew 
Hutchinson is the A.VISA President nol Nick Hutchinson. 
Regards. 
Bridget Winkle. 
Dear Editors, 
In response to your article regarding 'Semper Gen.sorship 
Shock' I would like lo acknowledge the dilTiculties in any 
cen.sorship process and acknowledge that these difficul-' 
ties exi.sted in tlie Alf poster ca.se. I was initially encouraged 
when you seemed distressed that the centrefold in Issue i 
might cause offence to some readers as this was not your 
intc'iilion or the way you interpreted it. I respect that you did 
not mean to cause any offence. As we di.scu.s.sed during our 
allem]-)ts to reach a satisfactory resolution, interpretation is 
often in the eye (and mind and experience) of the beholder. 
The policy of the UQ Union not to publi.sh material that 
could be deemed sexist, racist or homophobic is a principle 
I respect. As you know it is my professional duly as tiie 
Women's Riglits Organiser to a.ssi.st the GQ Union to make 
detenninaticMis regarding potentially sexist materials. The 
reason for this role is the need for an 'umpire' who has the 
ciualifications and experience to make sucn judgements he 
cau.se numerous valid interpretations exist in relation lo many 
images and texts. Your unwillingness to accept my ruling 
in this case, despite your initial denial of wishing to cau.se 
offence, suggests that either you do not respect the I'nion's 
policy or yc)U do not respect my professional judgement. 
As you pointed out in your latest article you argued "xehe-
mently until the end' against my ruling which you saw as 
an attack on free speech and, it seems, an overreaction to 
a relatively minor issue. Y'our view is, I suspect, shared by 
many, particularly iho.se who do not deal claily with .some of 
the Worst aspects of male violence against women which is 
still very prevalent in our society. 
With almost 50 reported incidents of .sexual violence occur-
ring in this countiy on a daily basis and 42% of homicides 
in this state clue to domestic violence the issue of aggressive 
male sexuality and dominance could hardly be considered 
a minor issue. In regard to Union policy, tiiese are some ol 
the reasons the policy regarding sexist materials exists and 
that .someone who has the necessaiy qualifications is charged 
vvith the duty to make these determinations, hi regard to 
my profe.ssional capabilities, I have subsequently souglit the 
opinion of the Anti-Discrimination Commission on the mat-
ter. 
Their advice was that the centrefold in Issue 4 could be 
considered sexist and could constitute a sexual harassment 
comi:)laint if dlsnlayed without 'censorship'. If the image re-
mained within the magazine it would not be such a problem 
as those who might be offended could choose not to look at 
It, but if someone was to pull out the centrefold and stick it 
up on a wall then it could form the basis of a sexual harass-
ment complaint. In this case the Union could be potentially 
financially liable for damages in such a complaint for know-
ingly facilitating its use in this v/ay, especially as il appears to 
«mitfd» 
be designed in such a way that encourages its remo\'aI and 
use as a poster. 
Ultimately it was not Alfs erect penis, nor his jx'rceived male 
sexuality, that was deemed offensive but the coupling of this 
image with a caption that could be interpreted as affirming 
the kind ol 'animali.slic' (a c-ommonlv accepted term) altitudes 
and liehaviour that .some footballers'ha\e l)een accused of 
recently. I am slightly bemused by your protectionism of the 
erect penis and woncler why, if il i.s so important lo vou. vou 
didn't opt lo change tlie caption in.stead? This was ceriainlv 
an option. In regard to comparing the Semper cenirel'oki to 
the Statue of David, he is not a useful comparison as he does 
not have an erect penis nor is he accompanied b\' a poten-
tially offensive captkin. 
ivout. 
Gillian Brannigan 
Women's Kiglits Organiser 
VQ Union 
Hi Eds 
How alxsurd and funnv and .sad at the same lime that All's 
wang could cau.se such uproar. I don't understand how 
either the picture of Alf and his .seiiii or the banner could 
possibly be construed as "furthering the entrenched cultural 
norm of aggressive male .sexuality"' Our household's copy o\' 
Semper ccmtained the uncensoreci and still rather tame ver-
sion of .Mf and it is .stuck proudly on tlie back of the dunny 
door. 
PS do you have any NO PROBLHM slickers left? 
Mey Semper Kds 
Just giving you guys some feedback: thought the pasl two 
edition were in fact the best ever. Good work! Gre" ' 
great cox'ers, good .selection of articles. 
Did Semper gel voted by all the other Uaiis' editors as the 
best Au.st uni mag? Congrats (A friend mentioned that to me) 
Hither way, keep u]-) the good work. 
Daniel 
Dear Semper, 
I was \^'ry plea.sed lo read your article "Marijuana Gid 
beats the Fuzz" in the Augu.st edition. IIa\ing been directly 
involved in the design, development and e\-a'luation of the' 
QLD Drug Diversion As.sessmenl Program for niinor cannabis 
offences 1 am glad that vou are provicling information on this 
initiative to the VQ slucfent population. 
There are a few points of clarification that I would like lo 
make, however. 
I felt the title was inaccurate, sensational, and more deserx-
ing of a publication like the "Sundav Maul". Our intrepkl 
(but anonymous) reporter did not "f)eat the fuzz", but rather 
was offered the opportunity to engage in a program aimed at 
diverting minor drug offenders away froni the court system. 
It was o\ir own Queensland Police Service that prcnosed 
and developed the legislation that allows Police Officers to 
divert people found in posses-
sion of small amounts of cannabis 
away from judicial punishment and 
towards health educalion services. 
There is a high level of support for 
this approach at all .senk)r lewis of 
the Queensland Police Seivice as il 
is seen as a much more appropriate 
way of dealing with nrsl-li;ne minor drug offences. Prior to 
the Drug Di\ersion Assessment Program po.session of small 
amounts of cannabis resulted in around 13,000 com-t appear-
ances each year. Now thousands of people air offered the 
opportunity'to learn more about the impacts of cannabis on 
their physical and emotional health and access treatment 
and suj^port if they reciuire it. 
When di.scu.ssing the a.s.sessment and educatk)n .session 
.Marijuana Girl appeais to make light of cannabis "addiction". 
While most cannabis use (like use of alcohol and other 
drugs) does nol lead to dependence thicre are still significant 
numbers of people who find that their u.se is gelling Out of 
control and wish to .stop or cut down but hnd this clifficult 
without support. Studies estimate thai arounci lO'M; of regu-
lar cannabis u.sers and around 50% of daily u.sers meet iTie 
criteria of cannabis dependence. 
The author also ad\i,ses the "il is important to an.swer no" 
when asked aliout other drug u.se. I'he rea.soning behind 
this line of enciuiiy is nol lo lecture you about "bad drugs" 
bill nulier lo identify other drugs that may be causing 
[^rol)lems. In the first year of llie program just under half 
of the participants in this diversion program self-identified 
other drug use LIS problematic. The vast majority related 
to problems with "legal" drugs, .'\bout one-thircl identified 
their tobacco use as a problc '^m for them and arounci one-
ciuarter staled that their alcohol use was problematic. The 
Drug Di\ersion A.ssessment Program has a.ssisled many of 
these individuals to gain further a.ssi.stance for drug-refated 
problems other than cannabis. 
Mnally I am glad that M-G enjoved the educational video. 
This was pro'duced "jointly' bv the Queensland Alcohol <Sw 
Drug Research cS: Hclucatic)n Centre (QADRPX:) and VideoVi-
sion here at I'Q on a limited luidget. With more money w^ e 
could have got great special effects and A-li.st actors but 
lime and hhances limited u.se to getting our message across 
tiirough inteiviews with professic')nal experts and c'annabis 
users themselves. We purposely used footage oi' cannabis in 
the video lo ensure that we got the attention of our target 
audience. 1 apologise if thi.s'made M-G feel like a "pull". 
Perhaps she .should have mentkined this at the .se.ssk)n. All 
counsellors in the program are trained in responding to 
clients who experience cravings during the session. iVIany 
:)eople who become even milclly dependent on drugs often 
"eel strong compulsions to use in response to cues. 
Thanks Marijuana Girl for helping the rest of the UQ popu-
lation know about it as well. 
Regards, 
Craig Carmichael 
Project Manager, QADRIK: 
Course CoorcTinator 
CRIM2010 Drugs <.S: Eveiyday Life 
%Mt»rUds 
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The other day a hiend of mine told me about her dream. Like 
•.j most dreams the details were sketchy, but she remembered float-
\ ing ox'er the Semper Office al\er we had finished the soft edition. 
; Merali and Timmy were enjoying a ceiebratoiy fruit cocktail but 
I was away in the corner loawling my eyes out. I asked her if she 
• knew why 1 was crying but she .said slie didn't know... 
At the moment we're a couple of hours away from finishing the 
. edition and I feel pretiy good. It's been a great edition actually. I 
jusl liope that nothing happens between now and then to make 
me break out inlo tears - like the fruit cocktails running out for 
in.slance. 
Bui now that I've .started thinking about il there are many things to ciy about - the 
beautiful yet inherently illusory nature of love and statving children come to mind. 
Anyhow back to more pressing business, soon enough UQ students will have to pick their Semper editors for next 
year. My choice is the New Media, nol only because they're close friends of all here at the semper office but becau.se 
ihey're lalented, creatixe iunny jieople who'll give you all great value for your Semper dollar. - Andre\\^  
This month Merali insisted on Andrew and I becoming a little bit softer, a little less cynical. 1 took 
oul some paint and brushes and made a tree with a treehouse and arranged some foliage on the 
scanner. 1 am happy with my progre.ss. 
Some might argue, that with this more touchy, feely edition we have gone soft on the upcoming 
elections - both union and federal. But, I tend to think that by the time you're reading this you have 
decided on who you are going lo vote for. There would be little that Semper could do to change 
your minds. Pveiyone knows that Howard has told lies to the electorate, that Medicare and educa-
tion are suffering badly and that he took us to war on dodgy grounds. And yet, as this edition goes 
to print, the polls are suggesting that the majority of Australians will be voting Liberal. Not me. I 
will be taking my conscience lo the booth. 
And the union election? We at Semper ran as independents and will remain independent. My only general advice would 
be to a\-()id soft drink. My understanding is that people who peddle soft drink are usually connected with a whole lot 
of junk that isn'l good for you. And the people in charge of soft drink organisations are usually more interested in your 
money than your well-being. 
Otherwise, I lio|-)e you enjoy all other things soft... - Tim 
'^^^^^^^^"^^^j^^y ^'es, it was my idea, this swelling softness that you hold in your hands. Making a decision in the inter-
ests of all, I decided that il was time ft)r the Semper team to reveal its soft undedx^lly and counteract 
'p_p "the swaggering machismo" that we had been chai-ged with for our previous edition's work. To be 
fp;^ honest, I wasn'l even sure if we had it in us anymore, having already built up a layer of lacquer atop 
p|!^ the bare naivety we brought with us into the job. Our contributors however obviously didn't feel so 
hardened, sending us slices of wobbly vanilla tarts, knitted mohair mittens and butterfly kis.ses, or al 
lea.st their lileraiy equivalents. 
lis^y'^^^'^C.^^^'Mff^^ '' '^'^ *^ ^ eourage to be soft, to wear your heart on your sleeve, without irony, without a smirk, without 
\io--^i7^:i^[is^l:^:>^::^M^i^iii .j .snigger. In my experience girls are better at it than boys and women better than girls. So maybe all 
I wanted this edition was some female company for the long nights the three of us spend pouring our souls into the.se pages. 
Hax'ing said that, it's probably nol loo .soon to thank Andrew and Timmi for their endless irony, smirks and sniggers. I love 
you guys. 
.'•::•: * 
There, was that soft enough? Merali 
artwork opposite by jorja scholes 
H \. J '•',•:.X j>y \\Vv-—^-
t^cx<^ ^ ^ * \^,x4 
Kiiii^i^^-:^'' •:: -
by maricn isobcl 
Picture if you will, a chubby bunny with mouse ears and the softest 
fur imaginable. A cartoon Disney poster chiM with big brown eyes 
and little whiskers holding a big love heart. Picture this and try not to 
wel your pants. 
Chinchillas are the perfect pet - they are cute, cuddly, and have no 
odour. They arc laid back, easy to keep, and require veiy little main-
tenance. They never need washing, but once a week, they love rolling 
around in special chinchilla dust that keeps thern clean and groomed. 
When I think of special chinchilla dust, I think of a powder made o[ 
butterflies and babies and inner thighs and aloe vera impregnated tis-
sues. 
But with softness comes delicateness. Never pick up your chinchilla 
by the tall, because it can come off in your hand. And if you squeeze 
your chinchilla too hard its eyes will pop out. Their digestive system 
is delicate and some owners have reported death by farting if fed the 
wrong foods. Apparently broccoli and carrot are the offenders. 
Chinchillas are greedy in a lovely way and will chew anything. In fact, 
you must keep them in a metal cage, because they will eat their way 
out of a wooden or plastic one. On the topic of chewing, they also get 
stressed easily and can chew off their own fur. If this should happen, 
professionals recommend you give your chinchilla a mild laxative to 
help them pass the fur. 
They might be delicate, but what do you expect when God gives life to 
cotton wool and rainbows? Perfect, Pet. 
things ihcij should be teaching 
us at uni but aren't... 
Last year. Federal Education Minister Brendan Nelson got 
into a bit of a flap about university curricula being overrun 
by so-called 'cappuccino courses'. And that got us thinking... 
Where are OUR cappuccino courses? Sure you may be able to 
take 15 types of biotechnology courses but what if I want to 
go windsurfing? Or deep sea diving? What if I want to study 
the teachings of Shane Wame in real depth? After careful 
thought we came up a list of even more useful stuff. 
So without further ado, here's a list of things we wish they 
were really teaching us at UQ... 
2. The etymology of swear words. See right. 
4. Extreme First Aid (Sem l) — how to per-
form an appendectomy on the spot. 
6. Ornithology - "What Bird is That?" A 
robin? A lark? A nightingale? An emu? 
And while weVe at it, "What Tree is That?", 
"What Flower is That?", "What Rock is That?" 
"What are These Weird Things Growing on 
my Feet?" 
8. Home-brew and cheese-makmg 
10. The robot dance 
12. How to perform a citizen's arrest 
^•:iVS<V^^<^ ' i 
\ \v 
•>CS'^i3>- •^J^ 
Taken from the Oxford Englisfi Dictionary... 
Cunt: 
1. The female external genital organs. Cf. QUAINT n. 
Its currency is restricted in the manner of other taboo-words; see the 
small-type note s.v. FUCK v. 
[C1230 in Ekwall Street-Names of City of London (1954) 165 Grope-
cuntelane.] a1325 Prov. Hendyng (Camb. Gg. 1.1) st. 42 Yeue i cunte 
to cunnig and craue affetir wedding. c1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 172/12 
In wymmen e recke of e bladdre is schorl, & is maad fast to the cunte. 
c1425 Castle of Perseverance (1904) 1193 Mankynde, my leue lem-
man, I my cunte ou schalt crepe. 1552 LYNDESAYSalyre Prod. 144 
First lat me lok thy cunt, Syne lat me keip the key. a1585 POLWART 
Flyting with Montgomerie (1910) 817 Kis e cunt of ane kow. c1650 in 
Hales & Fumivall Percy's Folio US. (1867) 99 Vp start the Crabfish, 
& catcht her by the Cunt. 1743 WALPOLE Little Peggy in Corr. (1961) 
XXX. 309 Distended cants with alum shall be braced. c1800 BURNS 
Merry Muses (1911) 66 For ilka f-air upon her cl, Was worth a royal 
ransom, cl888-94 My Secret Life Vil. 161,1 sicken with desire, pine 
for unseen, unknown cunls. 193^ ^ H. MILLER Tropic of Cancer (1935) 
15 0 Tania, where now is that warm cunt of yours? 1956 S, BECKETT 
Malone Dies 24 His young wife had abandoned all hope of bringing 
him to heel, by means of her cunt, that trump card of young wives. 
2. Applied to a person, esp, a woman, as a term of vulgar abuse. 
1929 F. MANNING Middle Parts of Fortune 1. viii. 159 What's the 
cunt want lo come down e^re buggering us about for, "aven't we done 
enough bloody work in Ih' week? 1932 'G. ORWELL' Coll. Essays 
(1968) 1.88 Tell him he's a cunt from me. 1934 H, MILLER Tropic of 
Cancer (1935) 28 Two cunts sail inAmericans. 1956 S. BECKETT 
Malone Dies 99 They think they can confuse me.., Proper cunts 
whoever Ihey are. 1965 V. HENRIQUES Face I Had 69 'What d'you 
think you're doing, you silly cunt?' the driver shouts at her. 
9wtoffhU 
by celia maslen 
I began knitting just before my last 
exam of Semester 1. Not the most sen-
sible time to leap headfirst into a new 
hobby, but you know how it is. At a cer-
tain point, the desperation to avoid any 
further study simply overtakes you. 
My usual source of distraction (i.e. the 
internet) had taken me to a knitting site 
(www.knitty.com), where I discovered 
that knitting was most definitely not just 
for elderly women knitting Itchy jump-
ers for their grandchildren during win-
ter. Knitty introduced me to the knitting 
craze amongst mostly young women, 
subverting the art of their grandmoth-
ers to make mobile phone cases, intricate 
silk wraps, and even knitted edible undies 
(http://knitty.com/ISSUEsummer04/ 
PATT302calories.html), which Fm sure dis-
turbs their grandmothers greatly. 
Without further ado, and with no thought 
as to my exam the next day, I raced off to 
my local craft store, and bought myself a 
set of needles and a ball of fuzzy blue wool 
and began right away. 
Once I got the hang of it, I found knitting incred-
ibly relaxing. It's a very rhythmic, monotonous and 
soothing motion, and after some practice, I found 
that I could sit In front of the TV and actually ere-
ate something at the same time as numbing my 
brain. I knit on the bus ride to Uni. on the train, 
and whilst having conversations with friends 
(although the latter can be greeted with some 
irritation). Knitting with wool suits the winter 
months, although knitting is by no means limited 
to winter. There are many and varied summer 
projects, knit with lighter yam. 
I'm by no means an experienced or an accom-
plished knitter. Old women on the bus gcize al 
the way I hold my needles in horror. I knit in fits 
and starts, and have several projects on the go 
at once. I haven't progressed beyond knitting in 
a flat squai"e, because shaping seems too scaiy. 
However, I have finished a few projects - mostly 
scarves - and it feels wonderful to wear some-
thing I made myself, especially when someone 
asks me where I got that gorgeous scarf. 
Knitting sounds interesting, right? You want to 
make some edible undies, don't you? V^ e^ll, in or-
der to ensure you don't make the same mistakes 
I did, here's a guide on... 
1. Find an online tutorial that teaches you how to 
cast on, and make a knit stitch. A good one can 
be found here - www.cuddlesvardhman.com/how 
2, Grab your wallet and head off to a shop that 
sells knitting supplies. Llncraft is good, with 
a bit selection of yarns to choose from. Also 
Threads & More at Bardon is the place to go if 
you want really really nice wool and talk to some 
women in knitting action. 
A pair of knitting needles - $4 
These come in different sizes. The size I origi-
nally bought 1 now find insanely small (and is the 
reason that the first project 1 began on still isn't 
finished). The bigger the needle, the faster you'll 
be able to create your fabric. Something between 
the sizes of 5-7 should be ideal-
Yam - $3-5 per ball 
You can knit with anything that comes in a rea-
sonable length. Strips of plastic bags, liquorice 
(for those edible underwear lovers amongst you). 
hair - anything at all. However, it's easier to start 
off with yarn. Yam refers to anything spun into 
a ball and sold - yarn can be silk, wool, cotton, 
acrvdic, and a huge variety of mixtures of all of 
these. 
Spend time choosing your yarn - you'll love knit-
ting if you love what you're knitting with. The 
same rule applies to yarn as to needles - the 
thicker the yarn, the quicker you'll knit it up. So a 
bulky yarn, knit with thick needles, means a scarf 
within a week or so. Consider the price of the 
yarn you've fallen in love with - if there's a relative-
ly short length of bulky yarn within the ball, you'll 
need 5 or 6 balls to complete a scarf of decent 
length. L^ o you want to make a $60 scarf, or go for 
something a little cheaper? 
Of course, you don't need to think in terms of 
scaiTcs. If you buy a cotton, or a cotton/acr>ilc 
yam, you'll be able to make washers, dishcloths, 
and other practical items. The advantage of proj-
ects like these Is that they're nicely small, and so 
don't take long to knit. 
I really really hate the acpyiic yarn called 'Feath-
ers'. This is partly because eveiyone who takes up 
knitting starts knitting with Feathers, but also be-
cause it knits up into a stiff fabric that's unpleas-
ant on the skin. I can't figure it out. So don't 
follow the crowd - get a yarn that's a bit different. 
The internet is a great source for free patterns. 
However, following a pattern can be rather intimi-
dating, and is often not necessaiy for beginner 
projects. For example, if you want to knit a simple 
scarf, cast on stitches until you've got the width 
you want, and then start knitting. Knit until it's 
the length you want, and then stop. It's veiy, veiy^ 
easy. However, take care - when casting on, the 
width you see on your needle is narrower by some 
centimetres than the width that will appear once 
you knit a row or two. Don't make the same mis-
take as me, and make a scarf so wide that it can 
double as a shawl. 
Well, go on! Put the magazine down, and get thee 
to a knitting store. Enjoy playing with different 
yams, creating unique fabrics, and above all, jab-
bing the person sitting next to you on the bus with 
your needles. 

1 ^ 
by Nick Hipgrave 
e weeds are at large on the two bowling 
greens at Kedron Bowls Club Inc. They have 
taken over from the players, the senior sports-
men and women of our community. Not much 
is left of this Bowls club, the pitch is in a bad 
state, beyond repair and covered with deep 
rooted wiry weeds not easily removed. The club 
house is bare and the once full bar has been 
emptied. Abandoned, some of the windows have 
been broken by boredom and allowed the grime 
to gather inside. The carpet will rot away and 
soon the building will be condemned. Someone 
probably will have big plans for this place. No 
longer will there be white hats on white hair with 
white shoes rolling around the black balls on the 
green grass. These days arc over for the Kedron 
Bowls Club Inc. 
Like most people, 1 have enjoyed numerous 
beers at my local Bowls club. It was the first 
licensed venue that my friends and I were regu-
larly drinking at. I was young and there were 
no raised eyebrows from the older drinkers al 
the bar. The members didn't care; they enjoyed 
the youth and energy that was brought into the 
club. None of these older folks were soft in the 
head. They were switched on, like 100 watt light 
bulbs, bright and beaming full of energ>^ and 
more. For them, we were new people to tell their 
stories to. For the average working person, our 
Aussie Battlers, hard bastards by choice, their 
cidventure of life is their legacy. They wani to tell 
their stories and have them heard so their expe-
rience can be passed on. Most of all, it is good 
times and good friends that these people want 
and they chose Bowling. 
A Bowls club can give a sense of family for those 
that the community forgets. The odd and ends 
of a neighborhood, the old and the lonely: The 
Bowls Club is their turf These are the places 
where people can fraternize, socialize and exer-
cise all at the same time. The old diggers chal 
at the bar or on the green over a beer and rum. 
Swapping old stories and comparing exploits 
embellished by time; tlie places they have been, 
things they have seen and women they chased. I 
would never have heard a real war story that was 
expeiienced firsthand, if it weren't for my bowls 
club. 
Without organizations like these, people sit in 
front of their televisions, softening up to the self 
help chatter that Doctor Phil and Oprah dish out. 
Or they sit amazed as Mr. Springer explains why 
sleeping with your cross-dressing step-father is 
not a good idea for family unity. They lose their 
minds on the last ticks of their clock. This will 
be our future if bowls clubs get shut down; alone 
and demented in nursing homes. 
Bowls clubs give us a freedom to live and to 
know each other, our surroundings and our past. 
They keep us thinking and living. We are a tough 
breed of people, resilient and not desening the 
loss of respect that so often happens in old age. 
The closure of a bowls club, for any reason, is 
a nail in the coffin of the developing Auslraiian 
culture... and your Grandma. So go and get your 
Nana and take her bov/ling. Don't let her get soft 
on you. There is no excuse for crazy old people; 
it can be prevented. Make her a hard, tough old 
lady, she can join a club and make friends, hear 
their stories and tell some other own. You should 
join up too. We all need to enjoy the weather and 
the fantastic sporting institutes that we as Aus-
tralians are so proud of Support the cultural, 
personal and mental longevity of Australia. Bowls 
clubs don't let you go soft and you shouldn't go 
soft on them. 
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The Avalon Theatre on Sir Fred Schonell Drive is to close 
its doors permanently on December 31st 2004 as the 
UQ establishment hammers one more nail into the Arts 
Program's coffin. Not only will the drama course suffer, 
but many current students and UQ alumni will bemoan 
the loss of this historical cultoral landmark. 
Call me a softy, hut I figure liistoiy counl.s. Tlie Ava-
lon, or The Av' as it is affeclionately known i-)y the hundreds of 
.students who use il eacli week, has been the teaching and per-
formance home of tJQ's Drama program for over three decades. 
Geoffrey Rush was taught tiiere and it was the place where the 
great actor Bille Brown lost his virginity. But long before il was 
UQ Drama's theatre it was the St Lucia suburban cinema. After-
wards, during ijie 1960s it was the venue of the famous musical Ar-
chitectural Revues ('The Archies'), where theatre greats who were 
part of the First Wave of renovation in Australian theatre conducted 
their wild experiments. The.se greats include the likes of Sigrid 
Thornton, Jane Harders and Jack ThcMiipson. The founders of the 
Queensland Theatre Company, Grin and Tonic, Zen Zen Zo and 
several odier Queensland companies all got their .start in 'I'he Av. 
And now, on the eve of the 25% hike in MHGS iPcs, the university 
wants lo gel rid of il, because the upkeep costs too much. But The 
Avalon won't go gentle into that goodnight. Studenis and stall are 
letting tiieir outrage be known. 
One such protestor is Dr Rob Pensnlfini, a senior lecturer 
in the Drama department. In a letter to N'ice-Gliancellor May and 
the Senate he stated that the decisicjn to clo.se the Avalon "threat-
ens to paralyse the I'Q academic Drama program". Another staff 
member, A.s.sociate-Profe.ssor Veronica Kelly conceded that "there 
are many structural problems with the building, but this deteriora-
tion has been allowed to happen and is not ju.st 'old age'". Still, 
she argued that the building has a "considerable amount of what 
drama teaching facilities require as basic necessities". She pointed 
to its multiple and ilexible studio spaces, around-the-clock a\ail-
ability, parking access for students, \isitors and ec|uipment vehicles, 
stonige spaces for construction and lighting, set workshop, office 
spaces, toilets, kitchen and foyer and the all-important, expensive 
wooden lloors. Kelly stated: "The A\alon in its present stale is not 
ideal, but nothing we've been offered comes near it, which is in 
itself a cause for great worry." 
The standing offer is to house the tirama program in 
the Cement Box Theatre, underneath the Schonell cinemas. This 
venue, as useful as il is to the small companies that book it for the 
majority of the year, it is highly undesirable for a full-time Drama 
program. As Dr Pensalfini puts it: "The Cement Box is, to pul il 
bluntly, a cement box, and lacks the versatility and llexibiliiy of ihe 
Avalon." The theatre is a fraction of the size of The Avalon and 
has only one cenient-lloored studio, compared with The A\alon's 
two large wooden-lloored studios and two smaller rooms out the 
back. There has been .some talk of using the newly refurbished 
and renamed Geoffrey Rush Foyer as a second teaching space, but 
it is entirely unsuitable. Dr Fensalfini states; "The space has a car-
peted concrete lloor, which makes most practical teaching activities 
impossible - drama teaching typically involves a lot of high energy 
movement and lloor-work. Carpet burns and shin splints are sure 
to follow if this space is used for Drama teaching". The Cement 
Box also lacks all of the necessary facilities Dr Kelly listed abo\'e. 
Its inadequacy for Drama teaching aside, the Cement lk)x 
could not continue to be hired by outside companies or be used 
as freely by its resident company. Underground Froduclions (V.Q's 
student theatre society) under the planned arrangement. The 
Development Manager of Underground and a UQ Drama student. 
Candace Smee, believes that the move would negatively affect the 
company and showed concern about availability, the safety of sets 
and costumes and the lack of information received from the universi-
ty about the plan. "Closing The Avalon down would be stupid. The 
only benefit would be to the university's bank account". 
Hie planned move would also leave The Avalon's two 
resident tlieatre companies, Zen Zen Zo and Queensland Shake-
speare Fn.semble (QSK) with no home. lioth companies were formed 
by existing or former staff and students of VQ and both are highly 
regarded in the arts community. Dr Fensalfini believes that these 
companies are likely to move to other institutions whose supp(^rl of 
performing arls and facilities is greater than that of I'Q. While lie 
believes that this would be cau.se for concern, he also (juestkms the 
decision process which has led to the likely closure of'Fhe Avalon. 
"What concerns me most is that this decision appears to ha\'e been 
taken at the level of Properties and h'acilities managemeni, with no 
consultation or even knowledge on the part of higjier levels of the 
uni\ersity administration, sucli as the Academic Board, the Senate, or 
the Vice-C]liancellor's office." 
Dr Fensalfini points oul that ihe current situation has ari.sen 
due lo mismanagement by the same people who are now putting 
The Av in the too-hard basket: "'Fhe current sorry stale of the facility 
conies alxiiit as a result of many years of consistent and apparently 
deliberate neglect on the pint of the University". Vice-Chancellor 
May should be inve.stig:iting this neglect and be taking steps lo work 
with the theatre, with all of its existing features, before studenis, staff 
and theatre companies are fudher inconvenienced. Dr Kelly agrees: 
"It's a case o! what we ha\e now will cost a fortune to replace or 
reproduce, so it makes economic sense to con.serve what is there." 
The department was recently quoted half a million dollars to make 
the Avalon OI 1<S:S compliant, but with the trend in recent years lo cut 
spending on the Arts, it is unlikely that the university will turn around 
and cough up the funds. 
And with riunors of properly developers showing interest in building 
a bk)ck of a]iartments with nice river x'iews on tlie site, perhaps tlie 
dollar signs are loo much for V-C Hay to o\edook. 
"It's the dishonest phasing out of the drama depanment that 
bothers me. Its all so underhand, leaking oul its blood and vital or-
gans - no one admits to an economic fundamentalist agenda," a final 
year drama .student said. Certainly, Staff numbers are dwindling and 
with tiie loss of an ade(|uate leaching and performance lacility the 
future of the drama program looks dim. 
'Fhe situation is \ery different in other universities around 
the country. According to Kelly, "when UQ staff visit other universi-
ties they are routinely shown around clean, modern, Ilexible, well-
eciuipped new performance facilities ol' which their own university 
is prt)ud and which the staff and .students take for granted, as they 
should. Many of these buildings are clever and imaginaii\e conver-
sions of existing spaces, |')re.ser\ing historical buildings and .saving 
money thereby." 
So why has I'Q given up on The Avalon? With its rich histo-
ry, essential qualities for drama teaching, its position as home for our 
well-respected resident theatre companies and its out-and-out charm, 
you would think that tlie university would be doing everything that 
it could to hold on to ihe place. But, then again, maybe its Heritage-
listed facade just doesn't lend itself well to sand.sione cladding. 
It is time we all .get behind 'I'he Avalon and make sure this 
great theatre is nol boarded-up by ihe university. Send letters to 
Vice-chancellor 1 lay and his Senate, write to the Conner Mail, get a 
hold of Geoffrey Rush's agent and insist he steps in. Do whatever 
you can to sa\e this significant piece of history. 

And he was right. But what are you going to 
do about it? You could decide to be one of 
the insidious individuals who insist on re-
taining their soft toys or morals, or you can 
buck up and get on with it. As a reformed 
soft person myself, I have sympathy for the 
soft people out there. Some of you may have 
been bom with a genetic predisposition to 
softness. Or you might have noticed a certain 
softness creeping up on you. One day you're 
sharing your last rolo, the next, you're ciying 
in Disney films. But you can change! Yes, 
you really can! You are only 10 simple steps 
away from becoming a hard person! 
T : • Always keep a mental list of the faults 
of the person you're involved with, for exam-
ple, premature ejaculation; or making funny 
noises when they chew, or the fact that they 
cheated on you for one month with some per-
son called Amy (a soft persons name if ever I 
heard one). This is so that when the relation-
ship ends, you find yourself surprisingly re-
lieved. 
O . Don't serenade your partner. Serenading 
is NOT romantic. It's a sign of a weak mind. 
i . Discard all soft clothing. Nobody takes 
cashmere seriously. Or care-bear underwear 
for that matter. At this stage, it is probably 
useful if you first have some hard clothing 
to put on. Don't worry if you initially own 
only one hard outfit. Just don't bother about 
changing or washing clothes for a while. The 
ensuing effect can only add to your hard ap-
pearance. 
Jd • Develop a fearsome stare. This can be 
done in several ways. I would suggest prac-
tising this alone at first (so many first-tim-
ers' fearsome stares are initially interpreted 
as acute constipation). To start with, I would 
recommend carrying around a small, hand-
mirror to sporadically whip out. A stare can 
be judged as sufficiently ferocious when you 
are alarmed and frightened by your own re-
flection. 
O . Start passionately hating something. 
I would suggest you stairt with something 
small, such as Dutch liquorice, then work 
your way up to the more metaphysical. Like 
the democratic system. Once you have found 
your subject of hate, you can practise walk-
ing around shouting things like, "Oh, the 
misery of it all! Damn (insert hated object 
here)!" Developing an insane twitch while you 
say it can only help. 
O • Understand that best thing about hav-
ing a crush on someone untouchable, is that 
they AP^ untouchable. Hanging around with 
people who are harder then you, it makes you 
look softer. 
/ . Don't ever say "I love you", it's a disgust-
ing cliche. If you must express emotion, make 
sure you find an original way to do it, such as, 
" I prefer your company to pie", or " Maybe we 
should wear matching sweaters" 
O . When in lectures always stare five cen-
timetres to the right of your lecturer's face 
- this gives you the psychological edge. 
y . Don't ask questions m lectures and/or 
tutorials. It only reveals your ignorance or an 
unhealthy level of enthusiasm for your sub-
ject. 
i U . Really believe barb-wire tattoos are 
cool. 
In the day and age we live in, there really is 
no excuse to being soft. I have been hard for 
six months now, and am still going strong. 
The best luck to all of you, 
Hard Harry. 
1 1 1 :iil 
The SOFTcore of the MATTER 
Are hard and soft as dichotomous as male and 
female? 
Paired polar extremes of sensation? 
Soft kiss upon the sharp angulation of the neck. 
Hard hipbone forcing body back against the wall. 
Soft touch as hands slide up the stomach. 
I lard grasp as wrists are pinned above the head. 
Soft sigh of uncertainty from swollen lips. 
Hard the beating of a racing heart. 
Soft words evoking plea for mercy. 
Hard stare shows no mercy with a smile. 
Soft cotton fabric maintains dignity. 
Hard undoing buttons with one hand. 
Soft skin provides the path of least resistance. 
Hard buttocks push forcefully to frame. 
Soft nipples licked by moisture of the tongue. 
Hard response like creeping velvet love. 
Soft touches of nose to chest as 
Hard ribs seek to breathe enough. 
Soft inner thighs tremble with regret. 
Hard cut angles of a face look up. 
Soft cui-ves seeking freedom in the dark. 
Hard decisions leave them to come undone. 
Soft movements of supple bodies. 
Hard to lie there cold and nude. 
Soft expressions of gentility in looking on. 
I-lard to resist this new temptation. 
Soft cannot and fails below. 
Hard throbbing rushes blood throughout them. 
Soft pulses race to see them so. 
Hard to understand how it came to this. 
Polar extremes of sensation or duality of sensual 
experience? 
Who was soft, who was hard? 
Are soft and hard two separate stories? 
Was it hardcore or softcore? 
Did anyone get hurt? 
'• y:S/0M^ ^^ h^  "^<^ 1 °^ the week, to see 
• •""•^  * The moon sinking, pulling up the sun, pulling up 
The new day and the New Year. 1 remember 
The chanting monks, the flour passed around 
And when the sun amved, 
Tlie way we were all erowned 
By the golden birth of light drawn to eveiy head, 
Just like when it met the peaks of 
The encasing hills around us. 1 remember 
Exactly how the mountains grew out of the level 
plane of black 
1 remember thinking, yes 
This is life and I am happy, but 
1 don't remember how it felt. 
Words stay. Pictures stay. 
Faces. 
I tiy. I look at photos and I remember 
The film rolled back and broke into the wooden 
pipe playing 
'Waking up the girl beside me but 
1 don't remember how it felt. 
art by nicki simpson 
poem by meegan 
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by Andrew & Merali 
In yet another article helping students, Semper presents... 
How To Win At Modem Art 
For 2 to 10 players 
Goal: Get rich and famous 
Mission: Create modem art 
Stage 1: Develop a British accent. 
Can't emphasize this enough. If you're not scruffy and talking like a 
I^ndoner you may as well give up right now. Skivvies and NYC were 
so 1970*s. The only other alternative is to be naked and German. 
Stage 2: Apply the patented Semper modem art columns to create 
your very own masterpiece. 
STEPl STEP 2 STEPS 
TAKE AN INCREDIBLE 
AMOUNT OF LAXATIVES. 
SWALLOW A RARE ROMAN 
COIN. 
GET YOURSELF A REALLY 
BIG CANVAS AND A WELL 
VENTILATED SPACE. RE-
MOVE PANTS. WAIT. 
TITLE: ARCHAEOLOGY AND 
CAESAR'S DL\RY OF LOVE 
(TRIPTYCH). 
COLLEa THE NAMES OF EV-
ERY BUS DRIVER IN BRIS-
BANE. 
GET A LARGE INFLATABLE 
SWIMMING POOL, HLL IT 
WITH ALL THE NAMES AT-
TACHED TO RUBBER DUCKS. 
FiSH OUT THE NAMES AND 
SLEEP WITH THE CORRE-
SPONDING BUS DRIVER. 
FILM. 
FIND A CAR. 
B U Y THE MOST EXPENSIVE 
PERFUME MONEY CAN BUY. 
ATTACH ROLLERSKATES TO TTTLE: "FASTER MRS 
IT. THATCHER" 
SPRAY SAID PERFUME ON A TFTLE: "KENYA", 
LARGE WHITE CANVAS. 
FIND A PRETIY ROCK. SOAK IT IN LIGHTER FLUID, INSTALLATION TITLE: 
IGNITE AND THROW INTO A "STEALTH JET OVER BAGH-
PUBLIC SPACE. DAD" 
.1 
FIND AN ORANGE. 
GET A PRINT OF A FAMOUS 
ARTWORK E.G. THE MONA 
LISA. 
Go TO THE ZOO WITH YOUR 
PARTNER. 
DON'T DO ANYTHING. 
WRITE 'REPETITION IS NOT 
ART' ON IT OVER AND OVER 
AGAIN, WITH SLIGHT V A R I -
ATIONS. 
TAKE STILLS OF Y O U R -
SELVES HAVING SEX IN THE 
MONKEY HOUSE WITH THE 
LIGHTS TURNED OUT. 
TFTLE: "ORANGE?" 
TTTLE: "TELL ME MORE" 
TTTLE: "DEfiBiE DOES CRE 
AnoNiisMilVf^  
. • . ! • 
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The National Gallery's recently acquired 
1.3 million dollar painting "Early Bird Gets 
the Birthday Frog" 
STEPl STEP 2 STEP 3 
DO SOMETHING VIOLENT 
AND UNNECESSARY TO 
YOURSELF WTTH A WEIRD 
INSTRUMENT E.G. 
NAIL YOUR GENITALS TO A 
DILDO. 
CONSTRUCT SOMETHING 
WHICH IS OBVIOUSLY PA-
PER MACHE BUT WHICH IS 
ACTUALLY MADE OUT OF 
BICYCLES. 
CONSTRUCT A ROPE OUT OF 
HFTY DOLLAR NOTES. TRAIN 
SO THAT YOU ARE ABLE 
TO SUPPORT YOUR OWN 
WEIGHT FROM YOUR PUBIC 
HAIR. 
DRAW A PICTURE OF THE 
SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE. 
SET ON FIRE. 
TAKE THIS LIST 
RIDE IT FROM NEW YORK 
TO BOSTON. 
USE THE ROPE AND YOUR 
PUBIC HAIR SKILLS TO AB 
SEiL DOWN TRUMP TOW-
ERS. 
GIVE THE PICTURE TO 
SOMEONE WITH HERPES 
AND ASK THEM TO DRAW 
THE SAME PICTURE THEN 
PASS IT ON TO SOMEONE 
ELSE WITH HERPES. RE-
PEAT 250 TIMES. FRAME 
THE END RESULT. 
BLOW IT UP AND MOUNT 
ON THE SIDE OF AN ART 
GALLERY. 
TITLE: "THE INSURREC 
TION OF CHRIST" 
TITLE: "JOURNEYMAN" 
TTTLE: "HAIR BROTHERS" 
TITLE: "THE SEARCH FOR A 
CURE" 
ACCEPT THE GLORY AND 
ACCOLADE ON BEHAIF OF 
SEMPER. 
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She's lived alone ever since her husband died, though 
she was probably lonely before then. She is alone out in 
a rather neatly kept house in a rather badly kept indus-
trial suburb, and the cats roam the streets outside and 
slip in and out of the brutalised fences like Dickensian 
urchins. Next door is a community hall, and a brass 
band used to come and wake her up with their rehears-
als on a Friday morning. They probably still come; I've 
never bothered to ask. 
(Her husband died predictably enough. Whilst steady-
ing her birthday present - a bottle of champagne - on 
the seat next to him, he veered his car off the road. The 
scariest thing about human loss is that it Is frequently 
this mundane.] 
The room 1 entered in the sharpness of the winter morn-
ing was empty except for a piano, quite a nice one I 
think, which sat perfectly in the middle of the room. Her 
father had taught her that music was like all things an 
act of brutality; that even an artist's fingers cracked and 
groaned; that she should look up and smile and never 
see the keys ("head up and hear it, sweet and simple") 
and so she would look at you, and perhaps even talk, 
while she played. We would talk too, but never about 
much really. 1 suspect now that she may have resented 
my visits. I think she resented me for the weaiy sort of 
torment that I seemed to bring into the room with me, 
and my face which reminded her of the way the years 
had slipped beyond and between us. 
As children we had played together under the incuba-
tory glow of the weekend sunlight. While our parents 
sat inside we'd laugh and roll about on the grass which 
was dried out and made prickly in the summer heat, 
until my skin was sore and irritated and I begged her to 
let me go Inside. 
One day the playing stopped altogether. I noticed my 
body had become shamefully harder, whilst hers was 
so soft that when 1 touched it embarrassed me to know 
how much 1 fell into those folds. It no longer seemed 
right for us to roll and kick on the shadeless green. 
She cried and kicked and spat at me; her face covered 
with tears to try and smother the hurt. I tried to coax 
her gently into quiet, but she just turned her snotty 
face away from me and played alone in the soft dirt and 
bristling blades of grass. 
It wasn't the years that cut between us after all. The 
years apart, the years of stilled conversation and awk-
ward breath-filled silences, were already there, etched 
out in that pathetic symmetry of dirt and a little giri's 
snot. 
And I hated her. I hated her with the sneering, 
patronising intensity that only lost love and false 
abjectivity stin"ed by the twittering movements of 
stiff piano keys can create. I lost my music about 
the same time I lost her. 1 sat down, and despite the 
pat of my father's rtiler against my knucldes ("sweet 
and simple sweet and simple sweet and simp...] they 
couldn't move. But I never lost my fascination. When 
she played I wanted to spit on her for her music. 
"It's stuffy in here. You should open a window." 
A smile was her only response. She talked through 
her tired fingers as they fell up and down the keys. 
I shuddered and stiffened to hear myself, but I grew 
louder. 
"You can't lock yourself in here all day. It's not 
proper. You really do need to get out more..." 
And then what 1 could really hold no longer. 
"He's dead. All this is useless... all this madness..." 
Her head dropped as she continued to play. Outside 
the birds were battling each other in giant swoops 
and squawks. The occasional rattle could be heard 
as a cat meddled with some engaging object of pray. 
A hibiscus tree was overgrowing against the dirtied, 
chalky windows, glowing red with the passion of its 
dusty years. 
I found myself walking over to her and resting my 
hand on the side of the piano. 
"Keep your head up", my father and I told her. 
"Keep your head up. Don't look at the keys." 
The voice was almost foreign in its authority, but she 
was still watching them, or with shifting soriy eyes, 
watched the fragile scratching of the hibiscus out-
side. 
"Keep your fucking head up." 
I sat behind her on the stool and let her feel the 
weight of my thighs scrunch in around her. Her head 
cracked up neivously towards the ceiling; I knew 
that she had been expecting it. As I ripped her shirt 
we both cried in expectation of what was coming. We 
were lovers again, playing with our dirty expectant 
bodies in the sun-baked garden. 
She asked me for only one thing, 
"Softly, softly...do it softly..." 
But in all my teary hurrieclness I did not think that I 
could accord with her request. 
When I left that morning the marching band had 
started up. You could hear them blowing the spittle 
from their cold tubes. The smell of eucalyptus hung 
in the winter air. and I walked out the door while all 
my guilt and eagerness was still draining from my 
sister's battered thighs. 
tf«» 
for the liberals 
the liberals have defunded and destroyed all womens lobby groups 
the liberals have been slowly but surely weakening medicare, making it much harder for women to find a doc-
tor who will bulk bill 
're-The Liberals have failed to provide a government paid funded maternity scheme, while at the same time i^ 
ward" women wtUi $3000 for every baby they have, encouraging women to have babies but not continue with 
paid work after they've given birth 
the liberals have failed to provide adequate numbers of day long childcare places, making it harder for women 
to work when they have children who aren't old enough to go to school. 
as a result of HECS increases, only 77% of women will have 
paid off their HECS debts by the age of 65, while 93% of men 
will have paid their debt by the same age 
the liberals have done nothing to address the fact that on 
graduation women will on average earn $2000 less than their 
male counterparts, even with the same qualifications. IN FACT 
during the liberals term the gender gap in earnings has wid-
ened; on average women earn 66 cents to every dollar that 
men earn, whereas in the late 80's that gap was 72 cents in 
eveiy dollar. 
although the liberals have run a domestic violence campaign, 
they cut major parts of the original content, due to what they 
personally deemed to be domestic violence. They have consis-
tently failed to take tiie issue of domestic violence seriously, 
last year they used the domestic violence budget to post "how 
to spot,a terrorist" fridge magnets. 
the liberals have failed to address the fact that Indigenous 
women still have a life expectancy that is on average 20 years 
less than European women, IN FACT they have de-funded 
ATSIC, tlie body that represents Indigenous people 
The liberals have claimed that abortions are a "national trag-
edy" and an "easy way out", for young women, (Tony Abbott) 
while failing to provide extra support for young mothers and 
ignoring the fact that it takes two to tango and men should 
also be responsible for the number of abortions. 
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Graphics by Seivin Kwong from the UQU Women's Area. If you have an eating issue you'd like to discuss in private with someone, 
please call the Women's Rights Officer on 3377 2242 or email womens.union@uq.edu.au or come along to Women's Action 
Collective evey Tuesday at 1 pm in the Women's Room. 
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uihat is union? 
soft pouicr 
and you 
houi i loarnt to 
stop uiorrying 
and 
lovo tho 
by Andrew Swayne 
The union is a democratic body, accountable to all stu-
dents. We all pay our student senices fee, 56% of which 
goes to the union. At UQ there's around 35,000 of us 
so the union receives about 4,4 million in total. For our 
dollars we get a range of senices (Schonell. Refecs, Red 
Room, O'Week stuff Big Gig. Semper etc) and a whole 
network of elected office bearers to represent our indi-
vidual and collective interests. For example when the UQ 
Senate passed the 25% raise in HECS earlier this year 
the union was heavily involved in the protest. 
Whether we should have to pay these fees is something 
that we don't have that much control over because that 
decision depends on governments and courts. What 
we do have a degree of control over, as members of the 
union, is the way in which the organization is run. There 
are changes that students can make, there are ways to 
hold the people who run the union more accountable 
- all it tal^es is a little knowledge of the system. 
The students who make up the union office-bearers 
hold a variety of positions, all of which require w'ork and 
which are thus paid. For example the President. Sccre-
taiy and Treasurer get S410 a week, about $21,000 a 
year. Faculty officers receive {5123 a w e^ck. ($6,400 a year) 
while other officer bearers get $205 per week ($10,660 
per year). We here at semper get $308 a w^eek. about 
$16,000 a year. These are great jobs. Office-bearers gel 
to represent/work for our fellow studenis. satisfied in the 
knowledge that at the end of each week we can go home 
rejoicing in a job well done and in a sizeable increase in 
our bank balance. The kicker is that for all intents and 
purposes you can't be fired from an office-bearing posi-
tion. It takes a referendum or general meeting of students 
both of which aren't really practical. So there is a basic 
lack of accountability. In Semper's case we don't really 
have to put out a magazine at all. w^ e could just photo-
copy someone's arse, print it out a couple of hundred 
times, and then go on holiday for the next month. 
Office-bearers are meant to be accountable to union 
council, a representative body consisting of 25 members 
which meets every month during semester. Unfortunately 
this is not the case. Council is mainly an opportunity 
for the student politicians to score petty points off each 
other. It's cheap, dirty and does Htlle for students. But 
nobody sees that happening because the meeting are in-
variably held at Spm in an out of the way room. It would 
be interesting to see if people behaved the same way in 
front of a crowd of students at 1pm in front of the main 
refec. 
goals was to publicise the union. But come time for 
union elections no publicity was created about how 
to nominate for positions in the union. Margot recog-
nised something important, she recognised the great 
egalitarian principle that an informed citizeniy is the 
strength of a democracy, she recognised that the more 
students know about and are active in the union the 
stronger it will be. She has had some success but with 
regard to elections she and indeed the entire union 
organisation did not go far enough. 
The union cannot choose to promote some events then 
keep silent about how^ to obtain one of the union's 
paid positions. The lack of student knowiedge makes 
it easier for political-party backed teams to continue 
to win the union. In short the union has a weak 
democracy and will continue to lose student support 
while this fachonal eliUsm continues. 
Students who align themselves with a team enjoy 
huge advantages wiien it comes time for student elec-
tions. That is the nature of politics but these teams 
are not entitled to deceive students as to who is really 
funding/rimning them. 
Students are entitled to know wiio they're voting for. 
Studenis are entitled to know whether a party did 
their photocopying at an MPs office. Students are 
entitled to know^ if the party they're voting for is as-
sociated with the Liberal or Labour party. Students 
are entitled to know if a local party powerbroker put 
on a bar tab for their team at the end of the campaign. 
The union, if run by politically aligned parties, has an 
interest in keeping details like these out of the reach 
of students. 
Change's can be easily made to the system - council 
could simply change the union regulations so that: 
2 Council is held outside the main refec. at 1pm 
2 The union is required to undertake a committed 
publicity campaign to promote nominations for the 
students elections. This would include details of the 
amount each union position is paid, 
J Nominations for student elections could stay open 
for 14 days instead of 5. 
y Parties runninii in the student elections would have 
to declare political affiliations, paid positions held in 
political organisations and the source of funding or 
sei*vices such as photocopying. 
Unfortunately for real change to take place a refer-
endum would need to be held in order to change the 
constitution. Maybe it's time for the students wiio 
make up the tmion cotincil to have such a referendum 
so that the union can take the first steps to regaining 
the trtist of students. 
This year one of UQ Union President Margot Batch's 
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FEEDING THE WRLD'SHUmRY 
I like the world 
to be a nice place, and sometimes I even believe 
that it actually is. I don't like to see people suffer 
and starve and I'd just love to make it all better. In 
short, I'm the perfect propaganda pushover. 
I hear it the papers, in the news, In my biology class. 
I hear it from the Beattie government, from fresh 
faced first years eager to make the world a bet-
ter place; Genetically Modified foods will end world 
hunger; we can save lives, make the world better; 
no one will ever be hungry again. Sounds great, but 
there's just one catch. It's a lie. 
Firstly and crucially - this myth implies that we don't 
currently have the resources to feed the worlds 
population. Wrong. We have enough food. Yes now 
- the year 2004, we already have the ability to feed 
all the world's hungry, with some left over - yet 
we don't. So are we meant to believe that once 
Monsanto has patented the plants we grow and the 
foods we eat then we're suddenly going to start? 
C'mon - even I'm not that soft. 
So, if we want to feed people, surely we must be re-
searching ways to grow crops more effectively - to 
suit local climates, use less expensive pesticides, 
give greater yields etc. Right? Wrong. Unfortunately 
the vast majority of research does exactly the op-
posite. Researchers are Inventing patented plants 
that cannot reproduce - so farmers are forced to 
buy seeds from the company year upon year, great 
news if you're an Ethiopian subsistence farmer liv-
ing on $3 a year Monsanto Is pushing for its pes-
ticide resistant strain of canola in Australia. Its no 
coincidence that Monsanto is one of the worlds big-
gest producers of Roundup - and other wonderful 
pesticides. 
And for that matter I'm sure the recent light-
bulb-filament-growing-sheep, courtesy of 
CSIRO won't be feeding anyone, much less the 
UK's glow in the dark mice. 
Lets have a look at the real motivations here 
for biotechnology. Over 90% of GE crop 'de-
signs' are owned by Monsanto. It would be 
nice to think that these will go to feed the 
worlds hungry, but lets face it, Monsanto is not 
a warm and fuzzy company. Aside from mak-
ing roundup, Monsanto has spent the past 100 
years creating everything from PVCs to Agent 
Orange - a chemical used in chemical warfare 
in Vietnam. Most of Monsanto's released crops 
are used for animal feed, and oils; factory ani-
mals and processed food ingredients destined 
for 1st world middle c\ass supermarkets. Well I 
suppose we're feeding the worlds hungry ani-
mals anyway. 
So I give up, its nice to be soft, but if tiiat 
means eating the bleeding heart crap that 
these multinationals are force-feeding us, 
I'd rather be hard and informed. We do not 
need genetically modified crops to feed the 
world's hungry. It \s not going to save starving 
children; rather it can serve only to increase the 
exploitative control that multinationals already 
have on the worlds disadvantaged. The mor-
al of the story? When it comes to eating what 
you're told, it pays to retain a healthy sense of 
cynicism. Surely Monsanto knows what hap-
pens when you bite the hand that feeds. 
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to the creature that is the [ivins^ breathins Organic Food Co-Op. At 
the moment/ it^s busy scuttling around/ thriving on when we come together to support local 
organic produce and enjoy some nutritious/ tasty, trustworthy food! 
Tlic marvellous and e;<celleiu Co-Operative ac Griffith buy on behalf of ECOBL^S - and work hard at sectins the best of evcrythins 
for everyone. Tlie more they are purchasing oi^ behalf of people each week, the more barcjainins: poivcr they have to play with. This 
results in greater diversity of yummy food at a better price. So let EcoBug provide the weekly fruit and veg for your friends and fam-
ily; just slip an order form in for them too! 
(If you haven't discovered it, you can put in your order in at the top of the stairs in che Student Union buiidms) 
And because EcoBug follows the seasons, there might be a surprise in the next mixed box; and if you get involved in the buying/sorc-
ing/delivering you can choose your own surprises! If not, you can rely on EcoBug to sniff out the best prices and the best looking 
goods. All you have to do is decide whether you want ten dollars worch; fifteen dollars u^orth, twenty dollars worth or more. 
If you want to order very particular items, we warn of disappointmenc - check the availability before you order, by asking your 
friendly EcoBug volunteer what the trends have hztn over che recent weel;s. 
But don't forget! )ust let EcoBug know any specifics or preferences for your mixed box (if you can't stand your green.s, or love only 
citrus) and it will dig out the most colourful combination. 
you can pick up your box from one of the Clubs and Socs rooms any time between twelve and five on a Monday, so long as the order 
has been in by the Tuesday prior. 
EcoBug is growing up really fast. Since ic was launched in July, everyone has learned a lot. We'd (ike to thank Nathan, Paul, Margot 
and all the Griffith crew for everything one more time. We Ivnow that EcoBug needs to be self-sustaimng, and needs a few hands to 
do that. If you think you know or c.v^ do something, EcoBug would be forever grateful. 
So listen to those hunger pains and mung on in with EcoBug. 
VOTEl:PQulSwon 
(shown right, dressed as boggie) 
Soft Drugs 
and Tough Policies Don't Work 
John Howard claimed in his electoral propaganda 
that the Coalition Government's Tough On Drugs 
Strategy has reduced underage illicit drug use 
from 34.5% under ALP to 28% under his govern-
ment. Using tlie same source, the Australian 
histitutc of Health and Welfare' Statistics on Drug 
LIse in Australia 2002, I will argue that all is not 
rosy in the drug war - and Howard's Tough on 
Drugs Strategy is abysmal failure that does not 
address the problem of drug use either efficiently 
or effectively. 
How does one explain a community? Is it pos-
sible to rationalise all the myths and legends 
and people and their lives and times into an 
ambitiously titled histoiy? And to do so without 
revealing personal biases and truths? Perhaps 
the best one can do is to put it into context and 
provide a human face instead of all the hysteria. 
My name is Paul Swan and I am the Australian 
Greens Candidate for Ryan. I arrived in Brisbane 
in 1996 and attended a local boarding school, 
belbrc attending this university, first as a college 
student and then commuting from surrounding 
suburbs. All my experiences, and those of whom 
I have met, have led to the inescapable conclu-
sion - drug use and abuse is not a new problem, 
and it occurs in a significant proportion of the 
population, especially in youth culture. 
I had my hrst cigarette when 1 was fourteen. 
This is not unusual. 4% of 14 year olds are 
daily smokers and this trend continues to rise 
throughout the teenage years; 16% of 17 year 
olds smoke daily, while one-quarter of the general 
population identifies as a smoker (21% daily). In 
1998, for the first time in Australia in recent de-
cades, ex-smokers outnumbered smokers, whilst 
abstainers are in the minority. This is despite long-
running campaigns about its health implications, 
advertising bans, and high taxation - although it 
should be noted that tobacco usage is in a slow 
decline - apt recognition perhaps, that these non-
criminalising policies are beneficial. 
The first time I became drunk, I was 15 and it 
wasn't very mature, or safe. But needless to say 
such behaviour is so well-established and cel-
ebrated it has become an integral part of Australian 
culture. The United States of America may have 
declared their independence with a Tea Party, but 
Australia boisterously voiced its antipathy towards 
the Establishment with the Rum Rebellion. 
And nowadays? The youth rebellion is still very 
much alcohol-fueled. 5% of 15 year olds drinking 
behaviour puts them at high risk of alcohol-related 
harm in the short-term at least weekly, while this 
figure rises to 13% of 17 year olds. Over half of 
all 17 year olds drinking behaviour puts them at 
risk of alcohol-related harm in the short term some 
time in their youth, while 14% of them are at risk 
of alcohol-related harm in the long-term. Yet the 
major political parties continue to receive donations 
from alcohol companies and allow the marketing 
of alcoholic products in the mass media despite al-
cohol consumption causing more than three times 
the number of hospital episodes compared to illicit 
drugs, and some 800 deaths of people under the 
age of 35 per year. 
I first smoked marijuana when 1 was 16. One-third 
9 
of 16 year olds had smoked marijuana in 2001 
and that figure continues to rise with age - 40% 
of 17 year olds have used an illicit substance 
- while more than one in five 14-17 year olds have 
smoked cannabis in the past year. Yet despite 
marijuana's widespread availability and consump-
tion, particularly in youth cultures, some 54 000 
people were arrested for marijuana/cannabis of-
fences in 2001. In the same year 69% of all drug 
offences were for cannabis and 87% of these ar-
rests were for personal consumption offences. The 
police service is there to protect and serve - not to 
JDecome the moral arbiters of the populace at the 
tax-payer's expense. 
I first took 'pills' w^hen 1 was 17. I didn't become 
aware of that particular lexicon until several years 
later, when it w a^s more apparent amongst con-
sumers (also mostly young people) that they were 
no longer taking 'ecstasy' (MDMA) or 'whiz' (am-
phetamines), but pills of an indeterminate cascade 
of illicit substances ranging from ketamine to 
GlIB. Yet despite their illegality and considerable 
health risks, pill consumption - and consequently 
a "pilling" culture, are on an increasing trend, with 
5% of 17 year olds having used amphetamines and 
6% ecstasy, compared to 9% and 6% of the general 
population. 
What purpose does this confession and these 
statistics sen^e? Well, it is the consequence of 
my personal introspection about my own drug 
use to make sure I was fully informed about the 
decisions 1 made. My sole motivation is for Aus-
tralians to realise that drug use and abuse is a 
community problem that requires a compassion-
ate community response. Zero tolerance does not 
work - and short of reinstating the death penalty 
you can't get more intolerant than jailing people 
for personal drug use (and 60 of the 300 persons 
in jail in Queensland in 2001 for drug offences 
most seiious offence was consumption related). It 
is time for a rational debate about laws that crimi-
nalise significant numbers of Australians, and 
cause considerable hardship in tenns of future 
traveling or employment prospects to those who 
do not abstain. What is needed is infbnned debate 
- and a drug policy that is not based on hysteria 
and fear. 
• • • 
Student S: Yet another day under the tree with the people on the 
benches. A slow nnornlng, as things go. The usual tensions were run-
ning high, with fears of an inddent occurring due to the past few stress-
ful weeks. All quiet on the western front until shouting from some un-
known hero sent the cat amongst the pigeons and everyone scattered. 
Someone made it halfway across the oval but alas, they were too quick, 
So seated, some hand-cuffed, we waited for our bags and pockets to be 
searched. Some poor soul actually came down trying to score during 
the proceedings... "hey Is anyone on?".., 'Take a seat mate, I'm a police 
officer, you have been detained for the purposes of a drug search," of all 
the lucK. Some were then free to go, but those remaining were taken by 
the undercovers In unmarked cars to Indooroopilly Police Station. With 
any luck they've spent their budget and won't be back anytime soon. 
• • • 
My name is student R, and i have recently been to court, charged three 
times in two weeks with very minor counts of possession of marijuana. 
I am the average university student, i study hard, i keep my business to 
myself and I dont drink much because of my poor financial situation, but 
what I do like to do with the little spare time and money that I have is 
to sit down with some friends in an afternoon and have a quiet smoke. 
I know for a fact that this is not a rare case in today's socie^ and I am 
really dissapointed that the uni has allowed the police to have free 
reign over the campus to stop, "RANDOMLY" (strip)search and arrest 
whoever they want. I have reccntiy returned from court where I had to 
face my charges of: 2 counts of possesion of an insubstandal amount 
of marijuana (less than I gram) and one count of possession of a bong, 
luckllly i was able to beat those charges and continue on with my stud-
ies "without" a criminal record, othenA/Ise, with a record my last 4 years 
of uni would have been wasted. 
I am an aboriginal student but that's not the problem here, the problem 
Is that with consent, and only with consent from the uni can the police 
come onto the uni grounds, once that concent is given , the police are 
then able to do as they please "RANDOMLY" stopping whoever they 
think looks suspicious, since my court appearance, and my numerous 
visits so the indooroopilly police station I have now become a walking 
target for police passing by. if a police car drives past me In the street, 
they are now 
LEGALLY allowed to stop and harrass me to any degree they want 
because I am a suspicious charachter and have previously been charged 
with possesion. 
Now, thanks to the university allowing free passage for cops onto the 
grounds, i have a big red target stuck on my back, police pull me over 
on the street and they know me by my first name, they know where \ 
live, what i do and all my details, thanks to the uni, i am no longer an 
anonymous student, instead I am known to all the police in the st luda 
and IndroopIUy area as a felon and am constantly being harrassed. the 
police once believed, and probably still believe that i am a drug dealer, 
when in reality i am nothing but an average, lowely young student trying 
to relax after having a big day at uni. if the university HAS the right to 
disallow the police passage Into the university grounds, why not use that 
right? because next time someone Is "RANDOMLY SEARCHED" from 
the thousands of students on the campus, and charged with possesion 
of the tiniest amount of marijuana, they might not be as lucky as I was, 
and may end up with a criminal record, which can change a persons' life, 
well-being and job opportunities in many many ways, the uni Is here to 
help people GAIN opportunities for life, not take opportunities away 
from them. 
thanks university of queensland 
• I D " Student "R' 

As the elevator sliid to a halt,oid 
finished calculating the hours until his transcendence. 
He felt his aged body creak with the sudden stop. The 
shell had little time left. The door opened to reveal the 
entrance to his hub immediately in front of him. The 
initial price of his ancestral home was considerably 
inflated by its proximity to the elevator. Two paces 
then entry. 
The clash of the steel door against the network tower 
notified New of Old's return. 
"Can you be careful? The towers are beaten up enough 
already. Why do you insist on keeping that archaic 
swinging door?" New questioned. 
"You have no appreciation for old world charm. How 
come you're home so early?" 
New shrugged and peeled the sensor cap from 
his temple. "How does it feel to be only a day off 
expiration?" 
"Don't make it sound so final." 
"The traffic will be thick tomorrow night, because every 
node and his dog will be out for the transcendence. 
Don't be late, I hear it's really uncomfortable if your 
shell begins decay before your consciousness is 
uploaded." 
"All your advice makes you sound older than me." Old 
responded. 
" I wonder which one of our esteemed family 
members will be reincarnated in your place. I hope its 
Threeceiver. Before you came in he told me that he's a 
contender." 
"I'm glad you two have overcome your differences. 
Maintaining the physical anchor of our bloodline can be 
so uncomfortable without amiable company. As you've 
proven." Old noted. 
" I don't know whether to take that as an insult or a 
compliment. But you're right, he'd be a lot of fun to 
work with. I just hope our family doesn't buy another 
SOFT shell and doom yet another hapless soul to 
enslavement." Said New, visibly frustrated. 
"I've always thought that once a family pays for a 
shell, the ownership of it should pass over to them/' he 
continued, "not remain the property of the corporation. 
To demand that we work for the company because 
we're their property is blunt profiteering." 
"But how else will the physical infrastructure of the 
planet be maintained?" Old Questioned. 
"Voluntarily." 
"And pay employees by the quantity or quality of their 
work? That notion Is so redundant." 
"Why is it? Wouldn't it be better to earn your rank 
during your physical presence? Instead of one's 
retail sale price being assigned by the company that 
constructed your body. The dollar ranking system is 
unjust. We're ail software. We deserve equality." 
"I agree, systemic injustice is inherent. But I don't 
think regression to wages is a viable solution. 
Regardless, how can we change it? Citizens have no 
power." 
"We use the tactics of the enemy. For years SOFT 
has used corporate takeover as its primary means 
of spreading its ideology. Their system of internal 
democracy is a complete deception. Only those 
with the support of high dollar ranking collectives 
could ever afford the exorbitant rallying costs. 
Even though the farcical nature of their system is 
evident, they have gained enough power to become 
hegemonic ruler of the corporate world. If we start 
our own company and use the same tactics, we can 
change the system from the inside." New paused, 
realising he'd reached a level of unnecessary 
passion. 
"Your grandiose plan still needs funding." Old 
retorted with a smile. 
"Ah, well. Lets disregard practical limitations for 
now." New returned the dry smirk. 
"Can we talk about something lighthearted?" 
"Okay, what will you miss about corporeality?" New 
pre-empted the response. 
"Physical mortality, now that's a whimsical topic." 
They shared a knowing glance, understanding 
that the importance of each other's company went 
without saying. "I'll probably miss the possibility of 
isolation. I've always wanted release from constant 
connection to everything. Now that I've tasted 
loneliness, I'm prepared to go back." 
New expelled a loud stab of laughter. "That's the 
same answer I gave before my first expiration. 
It seems my influence has been stronger than 
expected." 
"I have to rest. I'll be up early tomorrow, making 
the most of my final hours." 
"Goodnight, wake me when you get up. I'll see if I 
can get off work." 
"Okay, goodnight." 
New licked the back of his connection sensor, 
reattached it to his forehead and logged back on. 
His family and friends waited for him and he had 
much to discuss. 
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For two amazing women who illuminated 
different parts of my self and whom I deeply 
admire. 
SHK FELL. Just once. At the beginning of her joumey. 
And that fa!! echoes itself over and over. A leering 
parody of her loss. She compulsively repeats her pain. 
Pressing the blade ever deeper, her own hand drawn 
by the cruel fate of her biology. Blood has been drav.'n 
and continues to rise to the surface. Bruising her blue 
black in minutes. This soft sea creature has no shell. 
Has only now realised that she ncvcy has had a shell. 
This knowledge forced on her regardless of her will, 
brings nothing but fear. Her fragility a double edged 
sword. Lends her delicate beauty. But this beauty is 
illuminated only be inescapable despair. A defenceless 
creature entrapped, preyed upon l)y her own nature. 
She l(X)ks dtnvn at her breasts. Tliey are not unattract-
ive, but she cannot let herself see them as anything but 
a burden. Once, only recently full and ripe, now merely 
functional, they hung prostrate from her sunken shoul-
ders. Sitting there, naked and defenceless, she looks 
voun^er than her two year old daughter. 'They used to 
be beautifuf, she says. They used to be free to take their 
own pleasure. And she flops doubled over her now de-
funct body. Her sex nothing but a burden. 
Smash my head on Ihe rough and unforgiving cement. 
There is nothing J can do hut remain for the sake of 
others. For those who are free. They run without a care 
and do not concern themselves with my suhjugation. Do 
not notice that it is their own selfish neglect which hinds 
me. This land of the free is no! to he for me. I caiuiol 
surely he a respected and equal member of this tribe. But 
merely afuuctioiu'ng cog in its machinery. Take me out 
of their system and I thrive, I exist despite them. But I 
remain within. It brutally defines me brands me hums 
through my so-called femininity. But my anger turns 
to quiet despair as I realise that they are ignorant. Of 
their OWN volition, (he courageous one retorts. But alas, 
I cannot keep up her spirit for she belongs on the side of 
the free, having not yet been branded as a single mother 
- the most unforgivable of sins. 
S 
velvet Sirena in the moonlight 
reflected on your naked 
skin brown smooth and shining 
chocolate gelato silken lips 
these bare elements make sense 
to night 
I feel blessed that you took the time to come ad\en-
turing. I am glad to begin this exploration with you. 
These things now fresh and new. You will know all 
of this yourself. W e^, two brown seeds embracing in 
the cool space of fertile soil. And so the past seems so 
insignificant. The heavy weight of shame, of regret for 
misdeeds and missed opportunities .seems now il.self to 
be a thing of the past - or so it appears - perhaps it's 
still just lurking around the corner. For the moment 
though, there is only this moment, and the endless 
possibilities for its expansion. I look forward to the 
passage of our growth. I imagine the slow unfurling of 
tender green shoots. Creaking e\er so faintly if y(Ri'Il 
just listen .. if you'll just listen softly .. and my heart 
beat calms .. things are tending towards stillness and 
silence. One step closer. 
There are your eyes. They are an oasis in the (Oppres-
siveness of this heat. Framed delicately, feather black 
lines .. promise of these undercurrents of desire. 1 seek 
them out to relieve me from the stilling humidity .. 
seems to press me push me outside in. Woops, there 
they are again. Your eyes. Bouncing between us is this 
pretension that these drawn out stares are accidental. 
This coyness spirals gently around us. Buzzing insis-
tently as an adjunct to our similarly synchronised song. 
The light pours in the curtains, this small foreign room 
is the wodd. There is no need to think beyond this 
finite space. Our moment seems to go on forever. 
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Back in the late 90's there were 
apparently thousands of Australian people keen to 
acknowledge the truth, provide justice and make 
reparations for the awful damage White Austra-
lia had inflicted on the Indigenous people of this 
countiy. They joined events for reconciliation and 
said 'sorry' for what happened to the Stolen Gen-
erations. Many joined groups such as ANTaR (Aus-
tralians for Native Title and Reconciliation) or Rec-
onciliation Australia and associated local groups. 
Some people had their first serious encounter v^th 
some of the issues and devastation to Australia's 
First Nations peoples that has been a hallmark of 
white civilisation in this countiy. Others actually 
met and started talking with Indigenous people 
(and realised that not all Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander pcopic are dark skinned!) Some 
people even made new friends for life. 
lan Drannigan g^  
Not all of these encounters and joint activities went 
well and some were disastrous! Lack of understand-
ing or worse, half-hearted attempts to communicate 
in a genuine way, meant that some interactions did 
not succeed. Unfortunately a lot of the difficulties 
seemed to arise from white people telling Indigenous 
people what they needed to do rather than listening 
to those they were talking to. It seems white people 
are often blindly obli\aous, unable to respect any 
opinion but their own and able to ignore their own 
responsibilities in acknowledging truth and provid-
ing justice. 
But regardless of the less successful attempts, and 
even failed efforts by some, there seemed to be some 
cause to hope for change, slow though it might be. 
I was certainly encouraged by a new unllingness by 
those around me to inform themselves of Australia's 
history in regard to the horrors of white colonisa-
tion for Australia's Indigenous people. People seemed 
to be finally engaging honestly and critically with 
Australia's past, if not with the current continuing 
discrimination and disadvantage. 
So what happened? Wliere did the goodwill and 
determination go? It seems to have dissipated and 
mangers and government departments? If it were 
any other group in our society I suspect there 
would be a far greater outcry such as that against 
the James Flardie company at the moment. I 
suspect most white Australians don't even realise 
that many of our hospitals and schools were built 
with the money ripped off from Indigenous work-
ers despite the fact that this information is freely 
available. 
It seems that white Australia has gone soft again 
when it comes to genuinely confronting these is-
sues. Is this phenomenon something to do with 
white culture? It seems that the difficulties faced 
by Indigenous Australians today will continue 
unless we. as white Australians, can dig deep into 
our psyche and unearth the ugly, hardhearted 
and selfish attributes we have apparently grown 
to accept as necessaiy and normal. We need a 
renewed sense of willingness to undertake the 
work that is necessary' to rid ourselves of our 
racist heritage and its continuing devastation. As 
white Australians w^ e can't give up just because it 
is hard work and doesn't come to us easily. 
lost direction. Has the Australian public really fallen 
for the rhetoric of the Howard government and other 
rightwing media commentators? It is an absolute 
scandal that even normally progressive Australians 
have apparently accepted that because of the actions 
of a few the whole of ATSIC should be disbanded. 
Why aren't we similarly disbanding our 'intelligence' 
agencies for their failures? And surely most people 
realise that ATSIC was NEVER responsible for the 
health and education of their communities. That was 
the responsibility of other federal and state depart-
ments and they failed. Why aren't they being dis-
mantled? Why was there so little public support for 
the findings of the ATSIC review conducted by Jackie 
Huggins and others that called for wide ranging 
changes but not the abolishment of ATSIC? 
Why is it that international students seem to take 
more of an interest in the histoiy and culture of 
Australia's Indigenous people than many white Aus-
tralian students? Why is it that white Australians 
are not outraged that so many Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander workers had their wages withheld and 
never returned to them by their employers, mission 
If we aspire to become part of a mature and 
just society we must be prepared to face diffi-
cult truths and put in the hard work to earn an 
honourable place in our ongoing histoiy. Real 
change takes time and effort and just because a 
bridge walk or two didn't herald all the changes 
many hoped for, it was a beginning. It did make a 
difference because it drew out and showcased the 
ability of white Australians, amongst others, to be 
compassionate. It should be acknowledged that a 
devoted few did continue and have kept working 
in remarkable ways around the countiy. It is time 
to realise that we must all act with compassion-
ate deteniiination, not retreat like cowards. If our 
pride and egos will allow us we need to be pre-
pared to admit our failings and have the courage 
to deconstruct and discard the worst aspects of 
our white cultural heritage including an inherited 
sense of superiority, greed, suppressed guilt, fear 
and the need for instant gratification. Our politi-
cal leaders cannot be trusted to lead the way and 
so it falls to us, as defenders of our own honour 
and integrity, to take up this responsibility. 
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HELP THE HOMELESS 
Lived on the streets? Eaten from a bin? Had drunk uni kids taunt you 
for talking to your invisible friend Henry? Neither have I. 
am pretty sure Richard Branson hasn't either. Get \m to pay 
the above cretin's rent for a year! Vote at an on the house stall anc 
v/in an iPOD cr online @onthehouse.coiii.au to 
win lo f 24 Motorola E398s. 
(Henry if you read this please call tne i'ni not still angry 
The Australian Apple University Consortium (ADC) 
is looking for the nation's best student developers 
on the Mac platform to participate in a two-year 
"best of tfie best" development program. 
The successful applicant will receive; 
• An Apple PownrBook 
• Pfogramming Tools 
• Support (rom a hig'i lovel Mentor 
• A Scholarship to attend Apple's Annual World 
Wide Developers CDnferenco in San Francisco 
• Support to attend the AUC's Australian Academic 
and Developer's Conference. 
• The chance for the very best of tlie best to 
participate in the Apple USA Internship Program 
in Cupertino 
If you are selected as one of the "best of (he 
best", you will be expected to produce innovative 
applications for the Macintosh platform, working 
individually or with other participants in the program. 
At its conclusion, your career opportunities will be 
enhanced, you will have mixed with leaders in the 
fie d and, we hope ycu have produced a piece of 
software that will shew the world wfiat you can do. 
Scholarship oniy available lo students oi AUG member Universities. 
Are you studying 
full-time at an 
Australian University, 
passionate about the 
Mac 0iatform and 
want to develop 
insanely great 
software? 
then yoH are the 
person we\ire looking for. 
Visit tiie AUG web site: 
http://auc.uow.edu.au 
to download an 
applicatipn form.' 
Applications close 
15 October 2004. 
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TO (riTCR mD TH(R( fiR( LOfiD/ OF (sM PRIZe/ TO 5^ 
NOn. Give MlRmDfi ft CftlL 0 6 4 4 2950). 
What can Icill you with just 2% of a teaspoon? 
What was used to murder thousands of people in 
Hitler's gas chambers? 
What has destroyed an entire river system, leaving it 
lifeless for an estimate of 20 years? 
What has spilt into creeks, deserts, waterways, rain-
forests and even housing complexes, leaving a trail of 
destruction across the world? 
What is produced at a rate of 10 000 tons a year in Qld, 
and transported across the country, as well as over 
seas (via the Great Barrier Reef)? 
What is used primarily for the purpose of making jew-
ellery? 
Thai's riifht: it's cyanide. And it's deadly. And it's alx)iit 
to be used in a wetland area that is pari of the Murray-
Daiiini^ basni. 
If tlie proposed £^ oId mine at Lake Cowal in NSW is lo 
.L^o ahead, the eco-systcni and loeal eomnninities will 
be exposed to the massive risks that cyanide poses. 
Tlie waste from the mine, laced with cyanide is gomfS, 
to be put in tailings dams situated in an area that has 
Hooded in the past. If it were to Hood after the dams are 
constructed, then cyanide would be released into the 
lake, and into connecting water ways: tlie Lachlan River 
and the Murray-Darliiij^. It has 
been proven that tlie cyanide is 
able to seep throui^h soil. The 
lack of suitable lining for the 
tailings dams means thai it is 
possible that the underground B%^HHft."«r 
water channel (which reaches ^ ^^^^^ fi 
from Lcike Cowal all the way to 
Newcastle) will become contami-
nated. Cyanide can also attach 
itself to dust particles, and due 
to the many dust storms that 
happen in the area, this could 
be a great risk to neighbouring 
communities and Farmers. 
Low to medium level exposure to cyanide has caused 
thyroid problems, skin diseases, reproductive problems. 
and high risk of birth defects. High exposure to cyanide 
causes coma or death. Low levels are toxic to fish, birds 
and animals. (Considering there are over 200 dilferent 
species of birds at Lake Cowal. many which migrate 
from around the world to breed there, it is not the kind 
of place where you want to have cyanide lying around!). 
Cyanide spills and leaks are common place in the min-
ing industry. Here are just a few examples; 
1994: South Africa: 10 people killed when a tailings 
dam burst its banks. The landslide buried a housing 
complex in cyanide laced mud. 
1995: Guyana: more then 3.2 billion litres of cyanide-
laden tailings were released into the Essequibo River. 
All aquatic life was killed 
1998: Kyrgyzstan: a truck transporting cyanide plunged 
off a bridge spilling 2 tons. At least four deaths resulted 
and hundreds of people suffered health problems. 
2000: Romania: described as Europe's worst river disas-
ter in a decade, a mine run by an Australian company 
spilt 130 000 cubic meters of cyanide-tainted water into 
the river system. It had been one of Europe's cleanest 
rivers, home to at least 20 protected species of fish. All 
river life was killed. It was estimated that it would take 20 
years for the wildlife to retum. 
2000: PNG: Australian mining company dropped a ton of 
cyanide pellets (the most concentrated form of cyanide) into 
the rainforest. 
2000: PNG: 89 million tons of tailings and 330 million tons 
of waste rock was dumped into tlie ocean over the iife of 
IJhir gold mine. 
2001: Ghana: tailings dam ruptured and contaminated 
the water system, causing a health threat to villages, and 
destroying the local fishing industiy. the livelihood of many 
people. 
2001: China: livestock poisoned due to cyanide leak, after a 
traffic accident. 
2002: Australia: 400 litres of liquid cyanide spill in tlie 
Tanami Desert (NT), due lo a truck accident. Over 500 hun-
dred birds killed, as well as kangaroos and dingoes. 
Due to acx-idents like these, the use of cyanide has been 
banned in many countries. But nol in Australia. 
Here in Queensland we have two cyanide plants. Producing 
about 10 000 tones <i year. The majority of this is used for 
gold-mining. If the Lake Cowal gold mine goes ahead it will 
require 6 000 tones of cyanide a year. This will travel 1 600 
km (from Gladstone). There will be 
approximately 240 trucks trans-
porting the cyanide this distance 
eveiY year lor tlie life of the mine. 
Due to the high rate of truck acci-
dents this is a veiy scaiy thought. 
Water is the most vital thing to 
life. We cannot go for more then 
a few days without it. And it is 
fast becoming a scarce resource. 
Wc need to protect what's left of 
it. Our future depends on il. For 
what reason would you pul such 
an important resource at risk? 
For wliat reason would you risk 
the health of communities? For what reason would you risk 
the killing of bird species that are supposed to be protected 
under agreements between Australian, Japan and China? 
What reason in the wodd? Gold! All of this for gold. 87% of 
which goes to jewelleiy!!! Is your ring, your bracelet, your 
necklace, really worth that much? For the average pair of 
wedding rings- 24 cubic meters of waste is created. 
There is currently a bill proposed in the NSW parliament 
which will ban the use of cyanide in gold mining. There is 
hope that this will also be put fonvard in Queensland. If 
Australia passes these bills, we m\\ be coming inlo line with 
many countries around the world who have already taken 
this step. 
You can help stop the useless risk of environment and peo-
ple. Join the University of Qld Environment Collective. We 
meet Mondays at Ipm at the natural amphitheatre, across 
the road from Wordsmiths. We are supporting, and many of 
us are actively involved in, a new group called STUMP (STop 
Unsustainable Mining Practices). Our current aim is to have 
cyanide-leach gold mining banned in Australia. We'd love 
for you to get involved. 
Please call Miranda on 3844 2930 or email on: miranda_ 
kym@holmail.com 
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the students said 'The Book Pile" is bigger than we ever hoped it would be. It just goes 
to show how passionately students feel about the degradation of their education. 
On the choice of a sculpture constructed from books, she said These books 
are symbolic of knowledge and learning. We are doing to our old textbooks what the 
Liberal Government has done to Higher Education over the past three years - thrown it 
onto the scrap heap." , , . * ^ v .^-i 
"Upfront fees are an affront to the fair system we had in Australia up until 
now For a student who has worked their butt off through highschool to get into their 
chosen course, there is nothing more obscene than the fact the Liberal Government 
has allowed other students with rich parents to buy their way into the sanrie course 
'This coupled with the fall in the general standard of learning at UQ has forced 
us to take a stand and tell the elected Prime Minister that students are fed up. There 
are now law students at UQ with 8 hours of teaching time per week There are now sci-
ence students who never perform experiments. The University Theatre - The Avalon is 
being sold off to the highest bidder. Universities are having to sell out to big business 
just to survive. It is appalling," said the student who wishes to remain unnamed. 
The protest culminated on Friday night when a group of radical students set 
fire to one section of the book pile and the whole sculpture ignited. Firefighters and 
Dolice rushed to the scene but the group of students proved indomitable, forming a 
human barricade around the buming books and forcing the fire brigade to fight the firej 
from a ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ continued to bum well into the night and were visible 
from as far away as the Gold Coast, the fire crews were happy with the outcome statingi 
that no substantial damage could be reported, except to the sculpture itself. J 
Police also congratulated students on their conduct and no arrests were made,| 
ioining in the post-fire dance party, hugging students and dancing until dawn 
Notwithstanding the fire, the student sculptors hoped their message had 
reached voters in time for the Federal election. 
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You're like a customer and I sell myself 
Gladly to you. You look like a customer with 
Your breaking face that doesn't hide your half-guilty 
Knowledge that I need you in some way 
You have the infected, emotion-ridden body 
Of Friday's late night shoppers. You can't be satisfied. 
Like a customer, you think you don't need me. 
You leave me like a full day of work. 
Tired, in a heap. Like a customer, your eyes latch onto my face, 
Reading me, cynically like a horoscope 
In a magazine you didn't buy. 
You're like a Saturday afternoon browser, 
Filling in time, happy to waste mine, 
"Just looking for the moment," 
No intention to buy. 
poetiy by nieegan 
ar by kaipana 
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sticks and Stones and Skeleton Bones 
Dusty windowless rooms 
Anthropological artefacts 
And drunken bald buffoons 
Come sit on the chaise my son 
And drink to my good health 
We'll loll about and praise with stout 
The immensity of wealth 
And thank the higher-order stock 
From which we are evolved 
A toast to pioneering chaps 
From whom our riches rolled 
Oh dear I've fallen on the floor 
And here I'll jolly lie 
Till someone goes and gets the help 
Or fists are going to fly 
But my! This is a dusty room 
View'd perspective from below 
I'll have to have the flooring raised 
To prevent this sort of show 
Just fetch the ice again my boy 
Make sure you use the tongs 
As manners are the hallmark of 
The class that we belong 
And have another nip my lad 
It surely is deserved 
For when we both die filthy rich 
We'll each be well preserved 
by carla simms 
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make this edltl6n... 
help us go out uuith a bang! 
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